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OVER 2000 MOSQUE-CULTS IN GERMANY 

COMMIT MASSIVE DECEPTION 
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The Occasion 

On September 19, 2014, after the Friday call to prayers at more than 2000 mosque-

cult1 locations in Germany, leaders of Islamic organizations in Germany held public 

rallies under the motto Muslime stehen auf gegen Hass und Unrecht2 (Muslims take 

a stand against hate and injustice.) 

                                                 
1
 At http://www.faithfreedom.org/oped/sina50218.htm there is an exact description with attributes of 

what constitutes a cult.  The description and the attributes apply to Islam 100 percent.  See also 
information at http://chersonandmolschky.com/2014/06/02/islam-satanic-cult/ and 
http://gatesofvienna.net/2014/01/five-reasons-why-islam-is-a-cult/. 
 
2
 http://islam.de/24108.  
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Source:  http://p5.focus.de/img/fotos/origs4146336/0932906610-w467-h350-o-q75-p5/urn-newsml-dpa-com-
20090101-140919-99-07169-large-4-3.jpg  

 

The Discussion 

The majority of Germans, perhaps all of them, did not realize that there were 

practically no references protesting the Islamic jihad terrorist group ISIS and their 

raping, beheadings, and selling of women and young girls.  Islamic organizations that 

participated in nine major cities like Berlin, Hannover, and Münich, were the 

Koordinationsrat der Muslime (KRM) (Coordination Council of Muslims), the 

Zentralrat der Muslime (ZMD) (Central Council of Muslims an organization 

representing 28 Muslim organizations in Germany, and the Turkish-Islamic Union 

Ditib, the Islamrat und der Verbund der islamischen Kulturzentren (VIKZ) (Islam 

Council and the Association of Islamic Cultural Centers). There were also 

representatives of Christian churches, as well as the Zentralrat der Juden (Central 

Council of Jews).  In all of the mosque-cult locations the following statement was 

read: 

 

"Wir erleben, wie Menschen im Namen Allahs Grausamkeiten begehen, 

andere Menschen quälen, sie aus ihren Häusern vertreiben und 

ermorden. Sie handeln unter dem Banner des Propheten, zeigen mit ihren 

Verbrechen aber, dass sie kein Wort davon verstanden haben, was Allah 

uns offenbart hat und wie unser Prophet nach diesen Geboten gelebt 

hat."3 

("We are experiencing how people in the name of Allah are conducting 

cruelties, how they are torturing other persons, how they are driving them 

                                                 
3
 http://www.ndr.de/nachrichten/Verbrecher-haben-kein-Wort-Allahs-verstanden,muslime206.html.  
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from their homes, and murdering them.  They are active under the banner 

of the prophet, but showing with their crimes that they do not understand 

one word of what Allah revealed and how our prophet lived according to 

these commandments.") 

  

 All of the Muslim leaders of such Islamic organizations in Germany assured the 

German public, German politicians, and German news media that the ISIS jihad 

terrorists, although there were no special references to this group, were actually not 

Islamic; that terrorists did not represent the Islamic religion (read and understand 

cult), because Islam is peaceful and has always been peaceful since Allah (the moon 

god) apparently appeared to the Arab heathen womanizer, child molester, illiterate 

Muhammad via the Angel Gabriel and dictated the teachings of the Koran to him.  

Muhammad, if there ever was such a person, (there is no documented proof that he 

ever lived), thereupon became a prophet overnight. At the same time on September 

19, 2014, Muslim associations reminded the Germans that there had been over 80 

cases of attacks against mosques in Germany in 2012.  Of course, this is also a part 

of Muslime stehen auf gegen Hass und Unrecht (Muslims take a stand against hate 

and injustice.) 

 The official, general tenor of the positions of Islamic clerics and Muslim officials 

at the over 2000 mosque-cult rallies in Germany is as follows: 

 

Source:  http://www.derwesten.de/img/incoming/origs6551938/1505649881-w300-h2700-/Ali-Kizilkaya.jpg 

 
� Ali Kizilkaya, the speaker for the Koordinationsrat der Muslime (KRM) 

(Coordination Council of Muslims), contended that Muslim associations in 
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Germany had always positioned themselves internally and externally against 

terrorism.4 

COMMENT:  This contention is always made.  However, the reality proves that it 

is not true. 

 
Source:  http://www.derwesten.de/img/incoming/crop6551939/4027511755-cImg0134_530-w300-h223/Muslime-
setzen-auf-Fortsetzung-von-300x224.jpg 

 
� Aiman Mazyek, the chairman of the Zentralrat der Muslime (Central Council of 

Muslims) who has a history of saying such-and-such one day and this-and-that 

on another day, and even so-and-so on yet another day, denounced terror and 

hate against Jews in the name of Islam. "Wir wollen nicht schweigen, wenn 

hierzulande aus Rassismus Brandanschläge auf Moscheen und Synagogen 

verübt werden" ("We do not want to be silent when in this country rascism and 

arson attacks against mosques and synagogues take place.") 

COMMENT:  Of course including synagogues in the statement is a subtle form of 

placating. 

 

� Mazyek continues, "… wenn Menschen den muslimischen Glauben 

missbrauchen, um Unrecht zu begehen. Das sind in Wahrheit Terroristen und 

Mörder, die den Islam in den Dreck ziehen und den Menschen – auch ihren 

eigenen Glaubensbrüdern – Hass und Leid bringen, in Syrien, im Irak und an 

anderen Orten."5 ("… when persons misuse Islamic faith in order to conduct 

injustice, they are truly terrorists and murderers who are pulling Islam into the dirt 

                                                 
4
 http://www.zeit.de/news/2014-09/19/deutschland-koordinationsrat-muslime-haben-nicht-zu-spaet-

auf-gewalt-reagiert-19050603. 
 
5
 http://www.focus.de/politik/deutschland/demonstrationen-friedensgebet-in-moscheen-gegen-

rassismus-und-extremismus_id_4144526.html.  
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and persons – also their own brothers in faith – to whom they bring hate and 

sorrow in Syria, in Iraq and at other places.") 

COMMENT:  The structure of the statement is interesting.  Nowhere is the word 

jihad (jihadists) used.  Jihadists are soldiers of Allah, Muhammad, and the Koran 

who are conducting themselves in the path provided for them by Muhammad.  A 

jihadist or mujahedeen is always striving in the way of Allah. They do not murder 

in the name of Allah, the Koran, and Muhammad. They kill their enemies 

because it is sanctioned by Allah, Muhammad, and the Koran.  The general 

public and politicians in Germany are not aware of this, at least they do not say 

this openly.  The behavior of Muhammad, which every Muslim (male) should 

emulate (Females are to emulate Muhammad's child wife, Aisha.) is presented in 

the Hadith, the relations concerning happenings in Muhammad's life and how he 

conducted himself.  The Hadith, like the Koran, is full of violence, hatred, and 

racism. 

 The reference to a person persons misusing "Islamic faith in order to conduct 

injustice, … are truly terrorists and murderers" can apply to anyone who is 

against Islam .  Being against Islam is simply misusing Islamic faith.  They pull 

Islam into the dirt (an impossibility considering the content of Islam) as well as 

their brothers in faith and bring sorrow in Syria, Iraq, and other places (in the 

world).  This is a very general statement that includes all of those people who 

misuse Islam.  Yet, by definition, those who are jihadists and mujahedeen never 

misuse Islam, only unbelievers misuse Islam.  Jihad is an important religious duty 

of Muslims demanded by Muhammad.  They are all part and parcel of Islam! 

 

Symptomatic of the viewpoints of the majority of Germans is as follows: 

  

Source:  http://www.young-euro-classic.de/typo3temp/GB/619f169b75.jpg 
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� The German Minister of the Interior (Minister of Home Affairs), Thomas de 

Maizière (CDU, Christian Democratic Union Party) stated:  "Die Muslime zeigen, 

dass Hass und Gewalt niemals im Namen des Islam legitimierbar sind".  

("Muslims are showing that hate and violence in the name of Islam are never 

legitimate.") 

COMMENT:  Positions like this taken by politicians and the general public show 

that they do not understand Islam.  All they have to do is to read the Koran.  Of 

all of the suras in the Koran, one-in-twelve contend that Allah hates unbelievers 

and that Allah will torment them (in Hell).  These one-in-twelve hate verses make 

up 95% of the Koran.  Because the Koran says that Allah will do this, there is 

justification for Muslims to regard an unbeliever's life as being worth nothing in 

this world.  Therefore, the unbelievers can be killed! 

 

� Koran, sura 4:56– "Indeed, those who disbelieve in Our verses – We will drive 

them into a Fire. Every time their skins are roasted through We will replace them 

with other skins so they may taste the punishment. Indeed, Allah is ever Exalted 

in Might and Wise."  (Our and We are the formal forms in a style of speech 

whereby Allah refers to Allah!) 

COMMENT:  Non-Muslims in Hell will be given thick skin so as to prolong their 

agony.  Once the final stage of their agony has been completed, they will be 

given a new skin for a new round of torture.  Does this make Allah mighty and 

wise? 

 

The Hadith also includes these facts: 

� The Hadith by Bukhari (54:487) - Someone asked, "O Allah's Apostle This 

(ordinary) fire would have been sufficient (to torture the unbelievers)," Allah's 

Apostle said, "The (Hell) Fire has 69 parts more than the ordinary (worldly) fire, 

each part is as hot as this (worldly) fire." 

COMMENT:  In other words, ordinary fire isn't hot enough to torture non-

Muslims.  Therefore the fire in Hell is 69 times hotter. 

 

� Bukhari (59:727) - Allah's Apostle [said]... "Allah's curse be on the Jews and the  

Christians" 
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COMMENT:  This was spoken on Muhammad's death bed, and was one of the 

last things that he ever said. 

 

� The Hadith by Ishaq 240. "The Jews are a nation of liars.... The Jews are a 

treacherous, lying, and evil people." 

COMMENT:  This is Islam's tolerance! 

 

The pioneer of nearly every atrocity that the world has experienced and is now 

experiencing by the hands of ISIS and jihadists is Muhammad! 

*** 

The activity on September 19, 2014, was an excellent presentation of Islamic 

deception.  It goes without saying, yet I shall say it to be emphatic, that statements by 

religious leaders and functionaries are taken at face value 99.9% of the time.  Such 

persons want their religion – in this case cult, because it is Islam – to be understood.  

Islam leaders and functionaries will make sure that Islam will be understood in the 

most positive way because they will take advantage of the unbeliever's ignorance 

and will they will make sure that the unbelievers retain their ignorance.  There are a 

number of tactical methods used by Islam to assure that this ignorance is everlasting 

until Islam conquerors the world.  Primary among them are: 

 

� Answering questions with questions, usually about something that is not 

the subject at hand. 

� Being against terrorism but being pro-jihad. 

� Being hypersensitive; e.g. getting emotionally upset when hearing the 

word crusade. 

� Blaming the West for the apparent, but not truly negative aspects of Islam.  

If it were not for the unbelieving West, there would be no negativeness. 

� Claiming that a position against Islam is not logical although it is logical. 

� Claiming that Islam can be only understood in Arabic. 

� Claiming that Islam has a lot in common with countries in the West and 

that Islam has contributed to the advancement of Western Civilization.  

(Well, Islam did kill hundreds of millions of people throughout history!) 
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� Claiming that true Islam does not yet exist. 

� Committing blasphemy against Islam if it will assure that Islam advances. 

� Diversion and changing the subject; e.g., talking about how evil Israel is to 

the Palestinians while denying that Palestinians commit atrocities against 

Jews.  Palestinians are only defending themselves. 

� Islam placing itself on the defensive in order to solicit sympathy. 

� Lying and half-lying. 

� Making public claims which in private are the opposite, such as Christianity 

is good, yet in private Muslims claim Christianity is evil. 

� Revising history by claiming an untruth or stating that Islam has made 

valuable contributions to historical development. 

� Semantics; e.g. using words that have various meanings in the context of 

Islamic law.  An excellent example is the phrase innocent people.  In 

Islamic law and the Koran, the only innocent people are Muslims!  The 

same holds for innocent person. 

� Stating that Islam is peaceful but not stating that peaceful Islam will come 

only when Islam controls the world. 

� Use of Arabic terms that are not common in a foreign language and 

claiming that there is not really an equivalent word in another language. 

� Use of dual meanings and doublespeak, e.g. using the word murder 

instead of killing, or denying that Islamic countries allow slavery, or rather 

voluntary service.  The workers have contracts but wages are not listed in 

the contracts. 

� Using false statistics and misrepresenting valid statistics. 

 

Conclusion 

Summa summarum, all of the above tactics are dependent on and use the ignorance 

of the non-Muslim.  The Koran is the wisest because it comes from Allah, who gave 

the knowledge to Muhammad, who placed it in the Koran for Muslims and not for 

unbelievers. 
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Concerning the rallies of the mosque-cult action day of September 19, 2014 in 

Germany under the motto Muslime stehen auf gegen Hass und Unrecht (Muslims 

take a stand against hate and injustice.) we can say that the Islamic, Christian, and 

Jewish communities along with German politicians, the German media, and the 

gullible Germans were and still are in a state of "Friede, Freude, Eierkuchen und 

Beifall"! (Peace, Joy, Pancakes and Applause!)6  This is exactly the result that the 

mosque-cults intended. 

*** 

 

 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 

September 25, 2014 

                                                 
6
 Carl Andriessen in his review of Gustav von Wangenheim’s Studentenkomödie, Eulenspiegel, 3rd 

issue of June 1959, volume 6 (14), no. 24, p. 6. 

 


